The functionality of biomolecules depends on their flexible structures, which can be characterized by their surface shapes. Tracking the deformation and comparing biomolecular shapes are essential in understanding their mechanisms. In this paper, a new spectral shape correspondence analysis method is introduced for biomolecules based on volumetric eigenfunctions. The eigenfunctions are computed from the joint graph of two given shapes, avoiding the sign flipping and confusion in the order of modes. An initial correspondence is built based on the distribution of a shape diameter, which matches similar surface features in different shapes and guides the eigenfunction computation. A two-step scheme is developed to determine the final correspondence. The first step utilizes volumetric eigenfunctions to correct the assignment of boundary nodes that disobeys the main structures. The second step minimizes the distortion induced by deforming one shape to the other. As a result, a dense point correspondence is constructed between the two given shapes, based on which we approximate and predict the shape deformation, as well as quantitatively measure the detailed shape differences.
Introduction
Biomolecules such as proteins are the basic functional units of biological processes. Since the biomolecular interactions depend heavily on their surface shapes, shape analysis such as deformation tracking and shape comparison become essentially important for the study of biomolecules. In previous studies, various methods have been developed to measure the shape difference [10] . The shape of an object can be characterized by the statistical information of the surface features. In [5] , the outlines of different biomolecular shapes were described and compared based on the multi-resolution Reeb graph (MRG). A robust skeleton extraction method was developed for shape analysis of arbitrary-genus surfaces [9] . Spectral analysis compares shapes based on the spectrum of the Lapace-Beltrami operator (LBO) [4, 20, 21] . Mean shift clustering and Different from shape retrieval, shape correspondence analysis explicitly provides details of shape similarity or difference [7] . Since eigenfunctions of the graph Laplacian or the LBO are invariant to deformations, they can be used to find correspondence between two flexible objects [2, 25] . Usually, each point in one shape is associated to another using the Gaussian proximity matrix in a supervised [1, 22, 23] or unsupervised [16] way. However, the invariance of eigenfunctions may be affected by large deformations, leading to inaccurate correspondence results [18, 19] . Rigid and nonrigid transformations were adopted in [6, 13, 14, 16] to reduce the influence of these perturbations. In [15] , a joint graph was defined based on an initial correspondence between similar features on the cerebral cortex surfaces, providing a guidance for the eigenfunction computation. In [13, 14] , a fast computation method was introduced for correspondence analysis of large models. Instead of only considering several landmarks [7] , shape analysis of biomolecules prefers a dense point correspondence.
In this paper, we develop a novel spectral shape correspondence analysis method based on the joint graph, matching each point in the volumetric shape of biomolecules. The main contributions of this paper include:
1. A new method is introduced for the initial correspondence construction, which matches boundary nodes with a similar shape diameter distribution and guides the volumetric eigenfunction computation; 2. A two-step scheme is developed to correct node association violating the main structures, and preserve local neighborhoods of boundary nodes by minimizing the distortion from deforming one shape to another; 3. Based on the correspondence results between biomolecular shapes, a shape approximation and prediction method is introduced, together with a quantitative comparison of different shapes.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews spectral shape correspondence analysis. Section 3 describes the eigenfunction computation from the joint graph of different shapes, and the two-step scheme for shape correspondence analysis. Section 4 presents two applications of our shape correspondence results. Finally, Section 5 draws conclusions and points out future directions.
Review of Spectral Point Correspondence Computation
Biomolecular shapes can be obtained from the electron microscope data, or they can be computed according to the atomic resolution structures. In this paper, for a given biomolecular structure from the Protein Data Bank (PDB), we compute its Gaussian density map in a rectilinear grid based on the multi-level summation of Gaussian kernel functions [12, 26] . The shapes are represented by interior voxels where the density is greater than 1.0. For each shape, a graph can be built by connecting the voxel centers with their neighbors. In this paper, we denote the center of the i th voxel as Node i. Eigenfunctions are computed based on the graph Laplacian, and the corresponding nodes in different shapes can be matched using the distribution of eigenfunctions.
For Graph G A built from Shape A, the adjacency matrix W A is constructed to describe the connections between nodes. Entries of W A can be computed as 
where V is the eigenvector and λ A is the eigenvalue. For the M × M matrix L A , M eigenvalues can be obtained with their corresponding eigenvectors, which are ordered according to the ascending order of eigenvalues. Let φ i k be the i th element of the k th eigenvector, we have the eigenfunction 
and
Since these eigenfunctions are invariant to the deformations, the corresponding nodes should have similar coordinates in the K-dimensional space. The corresponding node β(i) of Node i can be found as the one with the shortest distance in the K-dimensional space [15] ,
In practice, manual work is usually required to order different modes before mapping the nodes. This is because modes with similar patterns may switch the order for different shapes [17] .
Discussion 2.1. The LBO eigenfunctions on a triangle surface can be obtained with a cotangent scheme discretization [11] . Fig. 1 shows the comparison between surface eigenfunctions from the LBO and volumetric eigenfunctions of 2BPF and 2BPG, two proteins with similar chemical structure but different poses with topological change. Compared to the surface eigenfunctions from the LBO in (a-b), volumetric eigenfunctions in (c-d) tend to be less sensitive to the topological change of the model, which is very common for many biomolecules. The red and blue dots in the first mode represent the maximum and minimum values. Note that these dots may switch the colors due to the sign flipping of eigenfunctions [16] . For a slim stick-like structure, these dots basically reflect the head and tail locations. In volumetric eigenfunctions, we can observe that their locations are barely affected by the bending deformation, while in surface eigenfunctions they move due to the topological change of the surface. Therefore in this paper, we adopt volumetric eigenfunctions in our shape correspondence analysis.
Shape Correspondence Analysis Based on Joint Graph
The invariance of eigenfunctions to different poses may be perturbed by large deformations. As shown in Fig. 1(c-d) , patterns of the first two modes are very similar with each other, but the third and fourth modes are obviously different. These different modes may result in incorrect node association, failing to reflect the shape similarity. In this paper, we introduce a new spectral shape correspondence analysis approach based on the joint graph of two shapes. Surface features are used to guide the volumetric eigenfunction computation and improve the shape correspondence. 
Eigenfunctions of Joint Graphs
Instead of solving eigenproblems of graphs G A and G B independently, we can compute the eigenfunctions using the joint graph of these two shapes [15] . The (M + N) × (M + N) adjacency matrix of the joint graph can be represented as
where M and N are the node number of Shapes A and B, W A and W B are the adjacency matrices of graph G A and G B , respectively, and the M × N matrix W AB describes the initial correspondence between these two shapes. Additional information can be included in W AB to guide the eigenfunction computation. Let C be the set of nodes in the observed shape (Shape A) where the initial correspondence is defined, the entries in W AB are initialized as
where c is a constant. The eigenvectors from matrix W C in Eq. (5) 
Initial Correspondence
Eigenfunctions from the joint graphs depend on the definition of initial correspondences. In previous literature, the initial correspondences are usually built according to known landmarks such as specific neocortices for the brain surfaces [15] , which are hard to specify for an arbitrary pair of biomolecules. Instead, here we detect the regions with similar surface features in different biomolecular shapes and use them to define the initial correspondence. These regions imply similar components in the chemical structures, leading to the best correspondence results. In this paper, we characterize the local surface feature around each boundary node using the local shape diameter distribution. By connecting nodes with similar surface features, the initial correspondence can be built. A distance field is constructed by computing the shortest distance from each node in the volumetric model to the boundary nodes. A skeleton is constructed with all the local maxima of the distance field. The shape diameter d i of each boundary node i is the shortest distance from it to the skeleton. Let d min and dmax be the minimal and maximal shape diameters for all the boundary nodes, respectively, the diameter is normal-
The neighborhoodÑ(i) around boundary node i consists of boundary nodes lying within a certain distance do, such thatÑ represents the number of nodes with shape diameter in the range of
Then each boundary node i can be mapped onto an L-dimensional space with co-
Nodes with similar surface features should be close to each other in the L-dimensional space.
Nodes at different locations of the shape (e.g. head and tail) may happen to have similar surface features. Therefore, an additional dimension is considered in the initial correspondence definition based on the first eigenfunctions shown in Fig. 1(c-d) . Then Node i in Shape A is mapped onto an (L + 1)-dimensional space
If sign flipping happens between φ 1 and η 1 , we need to correct it beforehand. Suppose set C contains all the boundary nodes in Shape A. Each boundary node i is connected to the closest node in Shape B, then we have
Fig . 3(a) shows the initial correspondences between 2BPF and 2BPG, which are obtained directly from Eq. (7). Each pair of corresponding nodes are connected by a straight line. Fig. 4(a-b) show the eigenfunctions resulted from Fig. 3(a) , with similar patterns on both shapes. However, some nodes are still incorrectly matched, which disobey the main structure of two shapes, see the red circle region in Fig. 3(a) . This is mainly caused by the limited resolution of the voxel-based models. Therefore, we introduce a two-step scheme to improve the initial correspondence.
Initial Correspondence Improvement
Although surface features have been included in the shape diameter-based initial correspondence, it is still very rough in matching two shapes. In the following, the initial correspondence is improved in two steps.
Step 1 (Updating the initial correspondence with eigenfunctions). In the initial correspondence, the connections disobeying the main structures can be taken as high-frequency noises in the joint graph, see the red circle regions in Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 4(b) . The influence of these noises can be reduced by the low mode eigenfunctions, which filter out high-frequency features. With the first four eigenfunctions, we can update the initial correspondence using Eq. (4). As shown in Fig. 3(b) , most incorrect connections are eliminated and the joint graph is updated, leading to much smoother eigenfunctions, see Fig. 4(c-d) . Fig. 3(a) ; (c-d) eigenfunctions resulted from the correspondence in Fig. 3(b) ; and (e-f) eigenfunctions resulted from the final correspondence in Fig. 3(c) .
When we deform the observed shape to match with the targeted shape by relocating each node to its corresponding one, the deformation of the local neighborhood around each node should be restricted. As shown in Fig. 5 when the shape of 2BPF in (a) is deformed to match 2BPG according to the initial correspondence, the corresponding nodes of the same neighborhood may be faraway to each other, see the red circle region in (b). This is mainly because there are some ambiguities when matching nodes based on the shape diameter.
As shown in (c), the local neighborhoods are still not preserved well after the first step improvements. This problem can be resolved using an iterative distortion minimization (Step 2). Step 2 (Preserving local neighborhoods by minimizing distortions). The distortion due to the correspondence-based deformation can be defined as
where x i and x ′ i are the locations of Node i and its corresponding node respectively, and R i is the rotation matrix of the neighborhood around Node i. R i can be approximated using the as-rigid-as-possible deformation [24] . The covariance matrix S i for Node i can be computed as
where e ij and e ′ ij represent edges connecting Nodes i and j, and their corresponding nodes, respectively. Applying the singular value decomposition, we have
Then the rotation matrix can be approximated as
In this paper, a gradient flow method is applied for minimizing the distortion E. Let
T be the position vector of the corresponding nodes in the n th iteration, we update it in the (n + 1) th iteration as
where N C is the node number in set C, r is the step length, and the gradient ∇F is defined as
In each iteration, the corresponding nodes are updated with the closest boundary nodes in the targeted shape. Fig. 5(d-f) shows the evolution of 2BPF using our two-step scheme, and it is obvious that the local neighborhood is preserved iteratively. The minimization process terminates when
are the distortion energy in the n th and (n + 1) th iterations, and ϵ E is a predefined threshold (here we choose ϵ E = 0.01). After the distortion minimization, the joint graphs are updated for eigenfunction and shape correspondence computation. Fig. 4 (e-f) are the resulting eigenfunctions with consistent patterns for each pair of corresponding eigenfunctions, and Fig. 3(c) shows the final shape correspondence between 2BPF and 2BPG, where all the connections follow the main structures.
Discussion 3.1. Unlike traditional spectral correspondence methods, our algorithm is robust of sign flipping and order confusion due to the usage of volumetric eigenfunctions from the joint graph. In addition, our algorithm is quite automatic. Throughout the correspondence analysis, the only required manual work is to correct the eigenfunctions from independent graphs when sign flipping happens during the initial correspondence construction. By minimizing pre-defined distortions, our algorithm preserves the local neighborhood of each boundary node. Therefore, we can track the deformation of local areas and study the behavior of some active sites (e.g. surface pockets).
Discussion 3.2.
Due to the invariance of low mode eigenfunctions to the shape deformation, our shape correspondence method is very suitable for matching biomolecules with different poses such as 2BPF and 2BPG in Fig. 3 . Together with the shape diameter distribution, the resulting correspondence also reflects the association of their mutual chemical components. Note that for biomolecules with different chemical structures such as 2BPF and 1BPB in Fig. 6 , although the shape correspondence results follow their similar poses, they do not indicate any association between the chemical structures.
(a) (b) Limitation. Our algorithm also has limitations since it assumes the first eigenfunctions of two similar shapes are invariant to the deformation and also reflect the main structure. For two biomolecules with very different poses and significant topology change as shown in Fig. 7 , their first eigenfunctions may be very different from each other, and we cannot define any proper initial correspondence. In such situation, more biochemical information can be included to help establish a proper initial correspondence. 
Applications and Results
With the shape correspondence results, various operations can be performed for the shape analysis of biomolecules. In this section, we present two applications using the biomolecular complexes from the Macromolecular Movement Database (http://www.molmovdb.org/), including shape approximation and prediction, as well as shape comparison. Tab. 1 shows a summary of the shape correspondence analysis results for various biomolecules. All the results were obtained using a computer with an Intel Xeo E5-1620 CPU and 16GB of memory.
Shape Approximation and Prediction
In drug design and disease mechanism analysis, it is important to track the deformation of biomolecules over time. Let S O be the observed shape and S T be the targeted shape of a biomolecule at time t O and t T , the shape of the biomolecule at an arbitrary time t can be approximated by deforming S O . In this section, the observation time ranges are normalized to [0, 1], we have t O = 0 and t T = 1.
In this paper, we approximate the intermediate shapes using as-rigid-as-possible deformation [24] , which moves a set of landmarks and relocates other nodes by minimizing the distortion. The landmarks are chosen as the local minima and maxima of a harmonic field h(x). Similar to [3] , the harmonic field is obtained by solving a Poisson equation∆ Note: N Obs -node number in the observed shape; and N Tar -node number in the targeted shape. where∆ is the graph Laplacian operator. Let
T be a set of discretized function value at each node, we have∆H = W P H and∆x = [︀∆ x,∆y,∆z ]︀ T . The matrix W P is similar but different from the adjacency matrix in Sec. 2, and its entries are defined as
Fig . 8 shows the harmonic field in 2BPF, in which the blue and red dots represent the local minima and maxima, respectively. The location of a landmark at time t is approximated as
where x O is the original location in Shape S O , and x T is the corresponding node in Shape S T . Other nodes can be obtained by minimizing a distortion energy
where
T is the position vector of all the nodes at time t. R i is the rotation matrix for Node i, which can be approximated based on the SVD of the local covariance matrix described in Sec. 3.3. The approximated shape is represented by voxels in a rectilinear grid. First, a blank grid is initialized with the same resolution as the observed shapes. For the deformed shape S O , each node is connected with its 1-ring neighbors by several edges, and all the voxels intersecting with these edges are marked as voxels in the approximated shape. The resulting binary data can be smoothed by filtering out the high-frequency components. Fig. 9 shows the evolving process from 2BPF to 2BPG. By bending and twisting the shape of 2BPF, we can obtain the shape of 2BPG, see the red arrows in (a). As shown in (b, c), it is easy to handle the topological change of the surface using voxels. While Fig. 9 is a conjectural process, Fig. 10(a-d) shows a simulated deformation process of an enzyme complex of yeast (YE) . (e-h) are the real biomolecular shapes built from (a-d). We suppose the shapes in (e) and (h) are observed at t = 0 and t = 1, respectively. As shown in (i), the shape correspondence is computed between these two shapes, from which we can approximate the biomolecular shapes at t = 0.33 and t = 0.67, see (m) and (n). (j-k) show the original neighborhoods and the deformed ones according to (i). To measure the difference between the real shape and the approximated one, a volume error ϵ V is defined as
where Nx, Ny and Nz are dimensions of the rectilinear grid in x, y and z directions, respectively. If a voxel with index (i, j, k) belongs to the real shape or the approximated shape, we set ρ i,j,k = 1 or ρ ′ i,j,k = 1, otherwise ρ i,j,k and ρ ′ i,j,k are set to be zero. As shown in Fig. 10(m-n) , the approximated shapes are very similar to the real ones in (f-g). Besides approximating the shape during the observed time, we can also predict the shapes out of the time range. Fig. 10 (l) and (o) are predictions of the shape before and after the observed time range at t = −0.33 and t = 1.33, respectively.
In this paper, landmarks are detected using the harmonic field, which only depends on the geometrical structure of biomolecules. Our method is flexible and extensible to incorporate additional biochemical information by specifying landmarks with important chains or residues, leading to more realistic matching results.
Shape Comparison
Previous shape retrieving algorithms usually only score the similarities or dissimilarities between two shapes [7, 9] , without identifying detailed differences. On the contrary, a quantitative measurement of the shape difference can be performed to show the detailed differences based on our correspondence results. Two variables can be used to measure the shape difference at each node: the shape diameter difference and the local distortion induced by correspondence-based deformation. Let d i and d ′ i be the shape diameter of Node i and its corresponding node in the other shape, the shape diameter difference is simply defined as
We denote the average and maximal shape diameter difference and distortion as (ē S , e max S ) and (ē D , e max D ), respectively, which can also be used for shape retrieval and classification.
Based on the shape correspondence results shown in Fig. 3(c) and Fig. 6(a) , we measure the differences between two pairs of protein shapes as shown in Fig. 11 . The first pair (2BPF and 2BPG) has similar chemical structure but different poses, while the second pair (2BPF and 1BPB) has similar pose but different chemical (i-k) are shape correspondence between (e) and (f), (e) and (g), and (e) and (h), respectively; (l-n) measurement of the shape differences based on the correspondence in (i-k) with shape diameter difference (left) and distortion (right). (i-k) are colored with the first eigenfunction from independent graphs for visualization.
structures. For convenience of observation, the distribution of shape diameter difference and distortion are both shown over the 2BPF shape. As shown in (a-b), the similar chemical structures result in small shape diameter difference in (a), but a large concentration of distortion happens in (b), which reflects the bending induced by deforming 2BPF to 2BPG. For 2BPF and 1BPB in (c-d), both the shape diameter difference and distortion reflect their difference. The behavior of a biomolecule during biochemical process can be characterized by combining the information from both the shape diameter and distortion. The KEAP1/CUL3/RBX1 complex (KCR) is an ubiquitin ligase in human. As shown in Fig. 12(a-d) , the KCR structure deforms due to the movement of main components (see the red arrows), which is observed at different time. Besides, we assume the complex loses Chain F (purple) during the deformation. The behavior of this biomolecule can be described by comparing the biomolecular shapes at different time (f-h) (the targeted shapes) with the original one in (e) (the observed shape) based on the shape correspondence results in (i-k). As shown in (l-n), the sudden change of both metrics in Region A implies the change of chemical structure, that is, the loss of Chain F at t = 0.67. In Region B, the shape diameter difference is very small while distortion arises over time, which indicates the bending and torsion in this region as well as the relative movement of different components.
Conclusion and Future Directions
In this paper, a new shape correspondence analysis method has been developed for biomolecules based on volumetric eigenfunctions from the joint graph of two given shapes. The shape diameter distribution is used to build the initial correspondence, which guides eigenfunction computation with similar surface features preserved. A two-step scheme was developed to analyze the shape correspondence, which eliminates node association against the main structure and preserves local neighborhoods of each node. Based on the shape correspondence analysis results, we perform shape approximation, prediction and comparison, which can be used to study the behavior of biomolecules.
Our shape correspondence analysis method is designed based on the geometrical information only. We can include additional biochemical information to improve the matching accuracy. For specific proteins, special chains or ions can be used to help define the initial correspondence, and the resulting shape correspondence will better reflect the deformation of chemical structures. In the future, we plan to improve our method along this direction, and also explore other shape analysis applications for biomolecules.
